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RED FLAGS



Your 
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Negative online reviews
Negative reviews in�uence diners’ decisions. A TripAdvisor study found 
94% of Americans are in�uenced by online reviews when deciding on 
dining destinations.1

Lack of discounts and promotions
Budget-conscious diners will consider any incentive to get them to give a 
restaurant a chance. If one isn’t available, they may not give the place a try. 

Health inspection warnings
A study found health inspection warnings were the top reason diners would 
forego visiting a restaurant, with 40% citing it as their top deterrent.2

Messy parking lot
An unkept parking lot gives the impression the inside isn’t well cared for either 
– and is considered a warning of the sanitary quality inside an establishment.

Bad word-of-mouth
Almost three-quarters of restaurant goers said they would avoid a restaurant if 
their friend gave them negative feedback.2
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Around The Restaurant

Long wait time (especially if reservations were made)
A survey found 55% of people said waiting for a table longer than 30 minutes 
deterred them from eating at a restaurant.2

Handling food – and then money – and then food
Guests notice when proper hand hygiene isn’t practiced. Handling money and 
then food without handwashing is something guests notice – and won’t forget.

“Cleaning” tables with dirty rags
Cleaning with a visibly dirty towel and water discolored from food debris gives the 
impression the tables being “cleaned” aren’t actually sanitary – turning guests off 
to a return visit.

Unsanitary bathrooms
To guests, if the bathroom is a mess, it’s a strong indicator the kitchen is a mess too. 
A dirty restroom can completely change guests' perception because it shows a lack 
of concern for cleanliness.



Around The Restaurant

Empty soap dispensers
Customers have been known to walk out of a restaurant if soap dispensers are 
empty. With nothing to properly clean hands, customers assume chefs and 
kitchen staff are preparing meals with dirty hands.

Carpet is soiled, soggy, or stained.
Guests look for top-to-bottom clean – and that means the carpet and �oors. 
Yelp is full of comments like “dirty from �oor to ceiling” and “no one wants to 
eat surrounded by dirty �oors!”

Strong smells
Burnt food smells or greasy aromas can be such a strong distraction to customers, 
they’ll choose not to come back.

No entertainment offerings
In a survey of more than 500 restaurant goers, 42% of millennials said entertainment 
offerings in�uence their decision to eat somewhere. Lack of customer experience may 
be unattractive to a large target of diners.3
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At The Table

Dirty menus
Some people grab the sanitizer right after handing the menu back to the 
server – and other diners look for restaurants with single-use menus.4 Guests 
also look to see if menus are torn, worn-out, or have typos.

Dirty condiment stands
Just like menus, when shared tabletop condiments aren’t cleaned and 
sanitized often, guests notice and consider them to be one of the dirtiest 
things found in restaurants.5

Dirty utensils or glasses
Guests check for everything – from old lipstick on a pint glass to caked-on food on a 
fork. If it’s overtly dirty, guests may do more than just ask for a clean replacement; 
they may take photos and share on social media.

Sick employees
Sneezing, runny noses, coughing, or �u-like symptoms like sweating are a major red 
�ag to diners. Aside from the fear of cross-contamination, diners will be nervous to try
anything served by the staff.

Restaurant



At The Table

Pests
While seeing cockroaches and rodents can make guests get up and leave 
mid-meal, other pests like fruit �ies are a sign to restaurant goers that the 
kitchen may be dirty. 

Poor pouring
If a water pitcher touches a glass while being re�lled, it means the water pitcher 
probably touched other guests’ glasses too. It’s unsanitary and guests keep an 
eye out for it.

Poorly plated foods
Showing you took time to make the food look presentable shows you care about 
giving guests the absolute best dining experience. If food is poorly plated it may 
cause a negative review.
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